
CAS: Quick Guide 2 
	

The following guide provides a quick overview of the tasks that need to be completed by CAS 
administrators in the lead up to the allocation.  

The tasks include a mandatory action that needs to be completed for all units, and an optional activity 
that may only apply to some administrators/units. 

The CAS support team can be contacted via email: help-cas@uwa.edu.au 

Mandatory Tasks 

1) Monitoring enrolment numbers 

Optional Tasks 

2) Adjusting class sizes  

If you would like to arrange a training session to further assist with these task, please contact the CAS 
support team via email: help-cas@uwa.edu.au to arrange a time that suits.  Training sessions can be 
provided one-on-one, or in small groups. 

 

  



Monitoring Enrolments 

The construction of the timetable is based on estimated enrolment numbers as provided by 
Schools/Faculties.  The number of classes that have been scheduled is therefore an approximation of 
what may ultimately be required.  Prior to the allocations being run, it is vitally important that CAS 
administrators monitor their enrolment numbers to ensure that every student within a given unit is 
guaranteed a seat once the allocation process begins.  

To assist with this process, CAS is configured to receive a data feed direct from Callista. The steps 
below show you how to locate the current enrolment numbers for a given unit.  

Particular attention needs to be paid to warnings that appear in red, potentially indicating that not 
enough classes have been scheduled to accommodate current enrolments.  In such cases, further 
classes may need to be added to the timetable.  Please note that additional classes can only be 
added to CAS by the Timetable Unit (timetables@uwa.edu.au), so you will need to ensure any 
additional scheduling is completed before CAS closes ahead of the allocation run.   

 

Steps	 Class	allocation	system		
1. Log	into	CAS.	
2. Search	and	

select	the	
subject	code	

3. Click	on	manage	
subject	button.	

	
4. In	the	newly	

opened	window	
for	the	unit,	
current	
enrolment	
information	is	
displayed	in	the	
left-hand	panel.	

	
	

	



Adjusting	Class	Sizes	(Bulk	Buffers	and	Section	Override	Quotas)	

The monitoring of enrolment numbers may also be required to ensure class sizes are effectively 
managed prior to the allocations being run. Class sizes can be adjusted in CAS via the use of the 
“Bulk Buffer” option available for each scheduled activity, OR if you have created a Section, via the 
use of the Override Quota.  

Buffers & Override Quotas can be used to: 

1) Reserve places in classes for International or late enrolling students  
2) Ensure allocations are distributed evenly across available classes. 
3) Increase classes above original planned sizes.  Note, this option should only be applied with 

regard to the identified capacity of the scheduled venue.  
4) Reduce the number of available classes prior to allocations being run 

Adjusting Class Sizes for Units without Sections 
For units that do not contain Sections (and this will apply to the vast majority of units within CAS), the 
steps below illustrate how to apply and edit Bulk Buffers to control class sizes.  

Steps	 Class	allocation	system		
1. Select a subject 
2. Click on the 

manage subject 
button.  
 1

2

	
3. Click on an 

activity. 
 3

4

	
4. Click on the Bulk 

Buffer button. 
5. Select the 

activity(s) by 
placing a tick. 

6. Enter a value in 
the “Set to” field 
and click on the 
Update Buffers 
button. 

5

6

	



7. Once applied, 
note that the 
details for the 
activity are then 
updated to 
reflect the new 
“Adjusted Size” 
for the class. 

	

Once a buffer has been applied to an activity, you can expect allocations to be done in line with the 
Adjusted Size of the class.  Some further tips in applying buffers: 

1) All buffers can be reset by re-applying a buffer of zero (0). 
2) To remove a class from the allocation process, set the Adjusted Size of the activity to zero (0) 

by applying a negative buffer equivalent to the Planned Size.  For example, setting a buffer of 
-30 for an activity of Planned Size 30 will ensure the Adjusted Size of the class is set to zero 
(0) – thus preventing any students from being allocated to this activity. Be aware that setting 
the Adjusted Size of an activity to zero will also remove the class as a preference entry 
option for students.  As a result, it is often best practice to delay setting such adjusted sizes 
until just prior to CAS being closed to run the allocations.  Doing so will ensure that, should 
you have reason to reactivate the class for allocations, student preferences for the timeslot 
have at least been recorded.      

3) Pay close attention to room capacities when applying positive buffers, as over-allocating 
students above the physical capacity of a venue is strongly discouraged.  

 

Adjusting Class Sizes for Units with Sections 
For units that have made use of the Sections feature to build more detailed allocation requirements, 
adjusting class sizes is not to be performed using the Bulk Buffer option.  Instead, class sizes need to 
be set via the Override Quota option within the Sections interface.  Please ensure you reset any 
Bulk Buffers you may have applied before establishing a Section for your unit.  

To adjust the Override Quota for Sections: 
1. While logged in to CAS, search and select a subject.  
2. Click the ‘Sections’ button to open the Section interface.  
3. Click on one of the Section Codes in the left hand panel to view the details of this Section. 
4. Adjust the Override Quota to be equal to the size of the intended class, then click the Update 

button to apply the change.  In the example below, the class size for Lab-01 in	this	Section	
will	be	set	to	25	–	meaning	25	students	will	be	allocated	to	this	lab	as	part	of	the	Section	
allocations.	

	



Popularities Report 

If you intend to use buffers to control the number of classes available for allocations, a useful report to 
leverage is the Popularities Report, which will indicate the preference popularity or each scheduled 
activity.   

The steps below outline how to access the Popularities Report. 	

Steps	 Class	allocation	system		
1. Click	on	the	

Reports	tab		
2. Select	the	

Popularity	
report.	

3. Click	on	the	
popularities	
report.	
	 	

4. Enter	values	in	
each	of	the	
fields.	

5. Click	on	the	Run	
report	button.	
	 	

	
 

As an example, entering %CHEM% in the Subject Code will produce the preference popularity report 
for all CHEM unit codes.  Entering %CHEM1003 will produce the specific popularity report for the 
CHEM1003 unit. 

An example Popularities Report is provided below:  

 


